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Facts: Electric Rates Continue to Rise
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Problem

• Electric utilities offer rates based on time 
(time-of-use or TOU) or demand response 
(DR) programs to encourage end-users to 
reduce costly and carbon intensive energy.

• Customers lack knowledge (not desire) to 
effectively respond.

• All utilities that have deployed or looking to 
deploy TOU cite education as #1 concern
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Evenings: Higher Costs & Highest Demand
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Source: California Independent System Operator



Unfortunately – Low Consumer Awareness

• Only ~30% of customers can correctly name ‘peak times.’

• However, customers WANT to save energy and lower bills.

• Trouble with “Flex Alert” comprehension is widely cited for 2020 outages.

One year after SDG&E deployment and $20M campaign:

• Only 11% accurately named the on-peak hours.

• Only 35% reported reducing or shifting usage away from their definition of 
peak/expensive times.

• 74% stated they are interested in tools to help them manage their bills.
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Solution

The Flick smart light switch provides simple color coded signals to remind 
users to reduce usage during key times.

Flick glows red during expensive periods, green during 

cheapest periods, flashes red during DR events
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Previous Solutions Prove Response, Fail to Be Used

400 trials have found enabling technologies increase response 3x. 
(The Brattle Group & 2012 Bureau of Economic Research)
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Giving people a way to help themselves 
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Behavior signals encourage users to avoid laundry, 
dishwashers and other energy usage during key 
times.

Flick’s patented innovation integrates signals into a 
conspicuous, yet out of the way and permanent 
light switch application.



Initial Addressable market: 34 Million rentals

$1.7B

$850M

$425M

$170M

McKinsey estimates 34M households 
in the US are rented with at or below 
average rent levels.

100%, 50%, 25%, 10%

Assumes $40 per unit sales price and $10 per 
year utility subscription.
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Current Product Development
Two patents granted, 3rd filed, two to file

Flick Switch v1

In Production

Plate Around Switch

Reduces Installation Barriers

Prototype Testing Underway

Integration in Appliance Power Switch

Partner with IOT Service Provider

~2023
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Team

• 11yr utility veteran and TOU Policy Lead for CA IOU
• 2019 Public Utilities Fortnightly “Under 30” honoree
• Co-Founder of two energy related software products 

(2012-2016)
• BA Economics / Political Science – UC Irvine; MBA – M.I.T. 

Sloan School

ANDRE RAMIREZ | FOUNDER

• Expert and consultant in hardware design with extensive 
experience in adapting designs to supply chain demands.

• Previous lead of Supplyframe DesignLab – providing rapid 
prototyping, engineering and manufacturing capabilities 
for clients

Daniel HIENZSCH| Technical Lead

• VC and Serial Entrepreneur; previous lead for Energy 
X-Prize

• M.B.A. and M.S. Mechanical Engineering – M.I.T.

AARON FYKE| ADVISOR & BOARD MEMBER

• Former Southern California Edison executive overseeing 
$2B demand side management portfolio.

Mark Wallenrod| Advisor

AYLA NETWORKS| SOFTWARE

• Milpitas based IOT firm
• Numerous blue chip clients using their platform
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Appendix



Flick’s Proven Preliminary Results

Initial results show Flick can create 
between 7% and 52% peak load 
response during a 2-hour demand 
response/emergency event. (n = 
217)

Additional work sponsored by SCE 
forthcoming.



Initial User Feedback

APRIL 2022 SURVEY OF IRVINE, CA USERS AFTER EIGHT MONTHS OF 
USE (n = 121)

95% understand signals of the Flick in their apartment.
83% say Flick influenced how often they think about energy.
81% of those not already described as environmentally conscious had 
their views changed about energy and sustainability by Flick.
82% of residents without a Flick would like one after learning more.



Flick Educates End-Users Not Adopting Smart Home Tech

• IHS estimated only 1.5% of multi-family homes had smart technology 
in 2018, and is only expected to grow to 7% in 2024. 

• Electrician or skilled installation is a barrier to adoption for the V1 
product.

• Flick’s go-to-market with multi-family homes/apartments, sponsored 
by utilities, allows for installation efficiencies.

• Lower-income customers can be targeted in designated buildings.

• Flick reaches customers not installing their own technology and 
allows utilities to cost effectively reach this demographic and 
include them in the clean transition.


